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INTRODUCTION
The objectives of the Engineering Program are (1) appli€d research in problem
areas related to the extraction of energy from geothermal resources, and (2)
planning, design, and specification of a research-oriented, enrivonmentally-
acceptable geothermal power plant. Work is progressing currently on four of
the tasks originally proposed:
Task 3.1 Well Test Analysis
rask 3.2 G~yben-Herzberg Lens Dynamics
Task 3.6.1 Heat Exchanger and Binary-Fluid Cycle Design
Task 3.6.2 Optimal Hot Brine Plant Design
This report summarizes the timetable (A) for each task, the progress made to






E, PROGRESS TO DATE
C. FUTURE \'lORK












1. Research on gas and petroleum well test
analysis
1. Research on the nature of a geothermal res~rvoir
and geothermdl well testing ~~
.'
1. Initiation of an intl2rnational survey on the,A~i"-
state of Geothermal Reservoir Engineering '.' r(
1. Further research on reservoir and well test
analysis
2. Prelir,linary analysis of interndtional survey
1. Research on the construction of a geothermal
l~eservoi r model
2. Preliminary syste~ design of a physical model
3. Further research on Cjr?othermal reservoirs and
well testin? (with Geophysics)
4. Investigation to detenn':ne y,fhether a typical
Hawaii geothermal reservoir is an open or a
closed system
5. Completion of analy~is on international survey
1. Completion of initial phase of the fabrication
of the physical rr,odel and initiation of laboratory
simulation studies
2. Selection of necessary software and hardware for
geothermal reservoir engineering
3. D2\'elopment of a method of t\,:o-phase flow analysis
1. Analysis of laboratory simulation ru~s ilnd
correlation "lith computer model
2. Modification of physical model
3. Purchase cf hard\'JJre necessary for vlell testing
and depending on the availability of a geothermal
well possibly run tests
4. Test 50ftware methods associated with well test
antilysis
1. Analysis of well test data
2. Projec t i on of rescl'voi r performance
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B. Progress to Date
The work during the second quarter has progressed along two distinct fronts:
l~ an assessment of the availability of hardware and software required for
performance prediction, and 2) physical modelling of a geothermal reservoir.
1. Prediction of Geothermal Field Performance
An international survey was initiated to determine the "statt· of the
art" in geothermal reservoir engineering. The following questions were
included in the questionnaire:
1. What is a geothermal reservoir?
2. How does one predict performance in a geothermal well?
a. What petroleum/gas prediction and measurement techniques
are amenable to geothermal systems?
b. Have special techniques been devised for geothermal
wells (particularly for two-phase systems)?
c. What novel or adaptable computer software programs are
available?
3. What hardware is necessary to characterize reservoir parameters
and predict well performance (for both one and two phase flow)?
a. Equipment and instrumentation?
b. Are there equipment marketing companies in your area
oriented toward helping to analyze geothermal wells?
c. Are you familiar with companies which sell such expertise
as a service?
d. What approximate cost factors are involved?
Not only will valuable information be obtained from the survey, but it is hoped
that the effort will spark development of geothermal reservoir engineering in
a spirit of intra/international cooperation. Responses are still being
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received and it is expected that all returns will be in and analyzed by the end
of the third quarter. Significant material has already been received fro:n
New Zealand. Since the Hawaii ~eothermal reservoir will ~robably be hot-water
dominated, the information from ,~ew Zealand will l0 of great utility.
Although the methods Of well test analysis used in the petroleum and gas
industries cannot be naively applied to geothermal systems, the principles of
petroleum reservoir engineering for single-phase liquid flow Cen be applied with
*
certain modifications to hot water geothermal reservoirs. l In the sam~ manner,
there is a kind of one-to-one analogy for the gas industry and vapor dominated
wells. 2 All hot-water geothermal wells presently being utilized are steam-flashed.
Two-phase flow well-test analysis, although co~nendably developed by the New
Zealanders,3 remains in the formative stage. Fortunately, there is reason to
believe that if the Hawaii geothermal reservoir ;s hot-water dominated, bottom-
hole pumping will be practiced, thus keeping the fluid in the liquid phase,
Therefore, at this time, two-phase flow analysis will not be a high p~iority
investigative item.
2. Physical Laboratory Model
A literature survey on physical modelling is nearing completion
and design work has begun. A dimensional analysis study is in progress to
help determine the parameters of significance, the media to be used, and scale
factors.
A literature survey has shown that very little physical modelling
has been accomplished in the field of geothermal energy. J. Bear has a
generalized treatment on the sand box model. 4 H. R. Henry and F. A. Kahout
have been conducting investigations for waste disposal purposes. S However, in
*Superscripts refer to listings at the end of this section.
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their studies, the heat source has not exceeded 430 C. It is expected that the
contemplated Hawaii physical model could operate at the magma temperature,
11000C, with a well-head hot water temperature of 2750C. Stanford University6,7
is also involved with physical modelling, albeit restricted at this time to
the active "chimney" portion of the reservoir. Selected publications related
to certain facets of geothermal physical models are also avaliable. 8- 2l
The Hawaii geothermal model will be developed on a total systems basis.
The preliminary design incorporates the ultimate producing geothermal field,
whose reservoir is bounded on the bottom by an impermeable layer, on the
sides by the sea, and on the top by the Ghyben-Herzberg lens. The initial
region to be investigated will be an element of the porous reservoir medium.
Investigation will proceed first with the evolution of a typical geothermal
reservoir. The open or closed system nature of a geothermal field will perhaps
be partially answered.
At this early stage of the design only a qualitative analysis can be presented.
The parameters requiring consideration in the model are:
1. permeability--not of microscopic rock, but of the macroscopic
system; that is, fractures will most probably dominate over
vesicular or layer porosity in determining permeability,
2. temperature,
3. pressure,
4. fluid properties (viscosity, diffusivity, thermal properties,
density--all as a function of temperature),
5. fluid compositiCV1,
6. fluid flow rate,
7. porosity--to obtain fluid volume fraction.
Although considerable amount of additional work will be required,
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oreliminary analysis has shown that the Rayleigh number will be the dimensionless..
parameter of greatest interest. The Rayleigh number is
ps9BK(TO - Ts)hR = -.:...__..::.-._-=---
a lJa
where,
Ps = density of fluid
9 = gravitational acceleration constant
B = coefficient of thermal expansion of fluid
K = permeability of porous medium
(To - Ts ) = temperature driving force
h =depth
lJ = viscosity of fluid
a = thermal diffusivity of fluid
Although the density, coefficient of thermal expansion, depth, viscosity, and
diffusivity can be altered to some extent depending on the fluid selected, the
unique properties of seawater will probably be overriding, therefore reducing
some flexibility. Thus the permeability and temperature range will play
prominent roles in the physical model.
Significant advances in answering some of the fundamental questions must
be made before there can be accurate prediction of geothermal field performance.
Geothermal modelling, both computer and physical, is only beginning to develop.
The results of the investigation being initiated by members of the Hawaii




During the next quarterly period the following vrill be completed:
1. International survey on geothermal reservoir engineering,
2. Questions about the physical model (only short qualitative statements
will be made at this time):
a. How large should the physical model be made and what exactly
should be modelled?
If the island of Hawaii is re-shaped into a square, each side
will be approximately 64 miles in length. (A circular re-shape
would result in a diameter of 72 miles.) The impermeable bottom
layer is at a depth one mile below sea level. 22 (Note that
the ocean floor in the vicinity of the Hawaiian Islands is
considerably below this layer.) The permeable medium under
consideration is thus 64 miles by 64 miles by 1 mile. A physical
model on a 64:64:1 scale will be of dubious value, as it is the
depth dimension that is of greatest in~erest. It is therefore,
on first approximation, far more suitable to physically model
a portion of the Big Island, rather than the whole island
itself. The element selected for this study will extend from
the lower impermeable layer up to but not including the
Ghyben-Herzberg lens~ The horizontal dimension should be
greater than the vertical. As the most probable location of
the well will be a point several miles inland, tentatively 2
to 5 miles, a 4:1 ratio was deemed reasonable, or ~:4:l for a
three-dimensional model. Figure 3.1-1 is a schematic of the
experimental set-up. One face (A) interfaces with the sea. If
-8-
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desired, the heat source can be moved or the size and configu-
ration altered to obtain streamline symmetry conditions at the
left boundary (8). As the initial analytical model is two-
dimensional, with one boundary condition being set by symmetry
relations, the physical model is being designed accordingly.
However, flexibility will be designed into the tank so that
conversion can easily be made to a three-dimensional model by
increasing the size of the tank in the z-direction. The pre-
liminary design of the physical model is for a 4 mile wide
(from sea to inland boundary) by 1 mile deep two-dimensional
element. Tentatively, the actual size of the physical model
will be 8 feet long by 2 feet high, with the dummy third
dimension being 1 foot. The height of the tank will be 6 feet
to allow for later consideration of different rations and elements,
and certainly for subsequent interfacing with the Ghyben-Herzberg
lens and the producing geothermal field.
b. What porous and fluid media should be used? Should porosity
match that of the natural rock in the area? How can fissures
and/or fractures be manipulated to obtain the desired
permeability? Should seawater be used as the fluid?
These questions remain largely unanswered at this time. An
important problem is the overwhelmingly large scale-down factor
involved (2640:1). Dimensional analysis will be used to help
determine some of the necessary scale factors.
c. What about the heat source? Configuration? Temperature?
Location?
-10-
There is agreement that magma ~s generated at the top of the
mantle, 20 to 60 miles below the surface of the earth. 23 There
will be therefore be very large reservoirs of magma at this
depth range. There is also agreement that magma reservoirs exist
at shallow depths from 1 to 12 miles below the surface of
volcanic regions. The shape and size of these shallow
reservoirs have been estimated by gravity and magnetic methods
to be ellipsoidal or vertically-flattened spheroidal and in
the order of 1 to 3 miles along the longer axis. 24 It is expected
that one of these magma chambers will provide the large.
geothermal heat source. To provide for comparison with the
analytical model the heat source will initially be placed at
the bottom of the physical model; size, configuration and actual
effective temperature of the heat source will be determined later.
For design purposes it will be necessary to allow for flexibility:
adequate range (lOa to l200oC), size (from "point" source to
plane to volume), and movability in three directions. The scaling
of temperature needs to be considered carefully.
d. What parameters should be measured? Techniques of measurement?
Ear"lier \'/orks in related fields have used probes in a two
or three dimensional matrix pattern. Temperature, pressure,
flow rate, and fluid composition can be measured using
appropriate probes interfacing multi-channel recorders or
indicators. The more sophisticated infrared, magnetic,
nuclear, electronic (resistance or capacitance), and acoustic
(sonic or ultrasonic) techniques will be evaluated for possible
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TASK 3.2
GHYB6t-HERZBERG lEi;S DYi-WlI CS
A. TIMETABLE







Ghyben-Herzberg LEns Dyna,,1i cs
1. Survey of literature on the Ghyben-Herzberg lens
dynami CS Iii th cr;lnh(is i S on con i ng and steady flo','/ l'ii th
heat source belo~
2. Survey of literature on building a physical model to
simulate the Ghyben-Herzberg lens system
1. Formulation of the convection problem for a rectangular
porous region
2. Finite Difference solution of the convection problem
for a rectJngular region
3. Formulation of the coning problem
4. Completion of a preliminary design of t~e physical model
to simulate the Ghyben-Her~berg lens
1. Completion of the solution of the coning problem
2. Completion of the finite element solutirn of the
convectio~ problem for an irregular region
3. Completion of the fabrication of the physical
model
4. Formulation of the problem \-lith source and sink \·,ith
heating from below
1. Completioll ()f the solution of the problclil \fJith source
and sink I'lith i,c2ting from JelO\'i
2. Completion of laboratory Sil:lulation of the geotherJ1ial
process with source and sin~




B. Progress to Date
1. Free Convection in a Coastal Aguifer with Geothermal Heating from Below
During the last three months, the finite difference equations for the
problem have been derived and a computer program written for the numerical
solution of the set of non-linear algebraic equations by an iterative method.
Numerical results have been obtained for low Rayleigh numbers. However, for
high Rayleigh numbers, it was found that the iteration does not converge
because the assumed values for the first iteration were too far away from the
correct solution. To assure convergence for all Rayleigh numbers, the values
for the first iteration must be sufficiently close to the correct one. For





o = T - T
c s
_ x
X=il Y = 'i.. ,- h (1)
The governing equations and boundary conditions in terms of these dimensionless
variables are
(3)
apax (O,Y) = 0
P(L,Y) = 1 -y






a8 (0, Y) = 0 ,
ax
8 (L, Y) = a
8(X,1)=8v








where D ~ s , and 2T ~ B (T - T ) is a small parameter.CI.~ c s
Solutions to the problem can now be obtained with a perturbation
method. Expand the dependent variables in a power series of £r
p (X, Y; £T) = Po (X, Y) + sTP1 (X, Y) + £T 2P2 (X, Y) + (12a)
8 (X, Y; £T) =8
0
(X, Y) + Sy8, (X, Y) + £T202 (X, Y) + " (12b)
Zero-Order Problem for P
Substituting Eq. (12) into Eqs. (2), (4) - (7) and collecting terms
of similar order, gives the zero-order problem for P:
aPo--- (0, Y) = 0 ,
ax







O- (X, 0) = -1 •
ay
(17)
Solution to the zero-order problem for P is given by
(18 )
which physically means the hydrostatic situation applies.
Zero-Order Problem for e
Substituting Eq. (1'2) into Eqs. (3). (8) - (11) gives the
zero-order problem for 0:
2 2
[
ae a0] [ap a0 ap d0 ~0]Dr __0 + __0 + ---E.. --2. + _0 --2.. +.-9. = 0
ax2 dy2 ax ax aY aY aY
(19 )
a0
~ (0, Y) =0 ,
ax






Equation (24) is a Laplace equation with inhomogeneous boundary conditions given
by Eqs. (20) - (23). Solutions can be obtained either analytically by the
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classical method of separation of variables or numerically by the finite
~ifference method. It is worth noting that the algebraic equations resulting
from the finite difference method for Eqs. (20) - (24) are linear since both the
qoverninq equations and boundary conditions are linear.
First Order Problem for P




aP l Y) 0ax (0, =
Pl (L, Y) = 0
P1(X, 1) = 0
ap





where the right hand side of Eq. (25) is known from the zero-order problem.
Thus the solution of the first order problem for P reduces to that of solving
the Poisson equation (25) with inhomogeneous boundary conditions given by
Eqs. (26) - (29).
First Order Problem for 8
With the aid of Eq. (18), the first order problem for 8 is
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(30)
with boundary conditions given by
a0
ax l (0, Y) = 0 (31)
01 (L, Y) = 0 (32)
01 (X, 1) = 0 (33)
01 (X, 0) = 0 (34 )
where the right hand side of Eq. (30) is known. Thus the solution for 01
reduces to that of solving the Poisson equation (30) with homogeneous
boundary conditions given by Eqs. (31) - (34).
It may be worth mentioning, in passing, that both Pl and 61 are governed
by the Poisson equation and solutions can therefore be obtained either
analytically or numerically. However, for analytical solutions the right hand
sides of the Poisson equations, Eqs. (25) and (30), are usually in terms of
infinite series with double and triple summations, thus, the analytical
solutions for the Poisson equations would involve many terms with doubtful
converqence. For this reason, numerical solutions of these problems are
obtained by a finite difference method.
It is evident from the above discussion that as a result of the perturbation
method, the non-linear problem reduces to a set of linear sub-problems. Although
the sum of the zero-order and first-order problems is only an approximate solution
to our problem, it will be sufficiently close to the exact solution and thus
-20-
can be used for the first iteration to ensure convergence of the iteration.
2. Convection in a Geothermal R~servoir with Pumping and Recharging
The problem of pumping and recharging in a porous medium under isothermal
conditions has been studiea extensively (for example, see Ref. 1). The
related problem of stratified flow into a sink under isothermal conditions
has been studied by a number of investigators. 2-8 However, the problem
of pumping and recharging in a geothermal reservoir has never been attempted.
In the following, we shall present the formulation of the problem.
For a coastal aquifer with pumping located at (Xl' Yl) with a pumping
rate of Q1 and recharging located at (x2, Y2) with a recharging rate of Q2'
the governing equations are given by
u = - ~ ~
~ 3x





where 6 is the delta function.




3T (0, y) = 0 ,
ax
T (£', y) = Ts
T (x, h) = Tu







p (x, h) = Pa (46)
*(x, 0) = -Ps [1 - B (\(x) - Ts )] 9 . (47)
The difficulty in the numerical solution of the probleln is caused by
the delta functions in the governing equations. We are now in the process of
reviewing different ways for the numerical integration of singular functions.
TASK 3.2
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HEAT EXCHANGER AND BINARY-FLUID CYCLE DESIGN
A. TIMETABLE









HEAT EXCHh:~GER fl,l'lL) Bld/\i)Y-FLUIO CYCLE DESIGN
1. Heat Exchanger ResC'arch-literature search and survey
of state of the art
2. Binary-fluid Cycle Rcsc~rch-literature search and
survey of th2 ort (acquisition of tables of properties
of likely candidate secondary fluids)
1. Heat Exchanger Research-d'::cisions as to characteristics
of heat eXCha'l<j2r to b2 studied in detaii
a. heat excho;)cer confiClUrGltion (shell and tube, cross
"flm'l, ionq i:ube cou:ttel" rlol-I, or reboiler)
b. tube orien~Jtion (vertical or horizontal)
c. t~be arrange~ent (in-line or staggerea)
d. kind 07 tube (bare or finned)
e. \'Ihether hot brin9 or secondary fluid is to J2
circulatt?dinsiJe U,C' tubes
2. Binary-fluid Cycle Pesear~h-jdentification of the
principo.l parc:!~2t~rs to bE:.' cor-.sidc:rcd
1. Heat Fxchan0er Rese~rch-~?tail2d design of a test
heat exchd:I~,i(:r end orcfl'ln(l of eqUiplilpn T.
2. Binarv-Fluid Cycle Researcn-completion of digital
compu~er progra~ning
1. Heat Exchanger Rese~rch-initiation of construction of
heat exchJnger and test set-up
2. Binary-Fluid C:/cle Research-update orogi3nl as heat
exchanger s;Jecificatiolls are ':ride ;nore detailed and
study of effect of insertion of auxiliary equirJrnent




B. Progress to Date
During the past quarter computer programs to study the effects of variations
of system parameters were written and prooftested. The specific system considered
is shown in Fig. 3.6.1-1. A simple Rankine cycle with superheat (Fig. 3.6.1-2)
and heat input from a high temperature brine was the focus of our efforts.
Since the task objective would be to minimize the cost of net power output;
i.e., well production rate per kilowatt electrical power output, primary
attention was on the interaction between the heat input through a vertical
counterflow boiler and superheater and on various parameters of the Rankine cycle.
The performance of the heat exchanger components is governed by the transport
equations and can be determined by the use of correlation equations. The
characteristics of the Rankine cycle are determined by the laws of thermodynamics
and properties of the working fluid. The interface of these two systems occurs
at the heat transfer surfaces - the temperatures of the fluids of either side are
shown in Fig. 3.6.1-3. The shapes of the curves are functions of the fluid system
pressure, and relative mass flow rates.
The computer pl'ograms modelling the system under consideration have the
following characteristics:
1. Rankine Cycle Computer Program
a. Input
1) Table of property values of working fluid
2) Turbine inlet conditions, pressure and temperature (also
superheater exit conditions)
3) Condenser outlet conditions, pressure and temperature
4) Component efficiencies
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FIG, 3,6.1-3, FLUID Cof'IDITIONS IN THE HEAT ExCHANGER
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b. Output
1) Property values of working fluid at all points in the cycle
2) Cycle efficiency
3) Mass fl ow rate for required power output
4) Heat rejection rate
2. Boiler and Superheater Computer Program
a. Input
1) Properties of working fluid
2) Properties of brine
3) Brine inlet temperature and velocity
4) Working fluid inlet temperature
5) Pinch point temperature difference
6) Tube material, diameter spacing
7) Fouling factors
b. Output
1) Convective heat transfer coefficients on both sides
2) Number of tubes
3) Length of tubes
4) Total heat transfer rate across tube walls
5) Ratio of mass flow rates - brine to working fluid
The vertical configuration was first considered primarily because of the
availability of suitable heat transfer equations for its design. As stated in
the first quarterly report, correlation equations for boiling heat transfer for
a single tube are available for both vertical and horizontal tubes. However,
the effect of tube spacing and number of tube rows on the average heat transfer
coefficient for horizontal heat exchangers is not known. This was discussed by
-30-
Palen et al. l but no quantitative results were presented.
In the design of these vertical heat exchangers, Chen's2 correlation
equation is used for t~e boiling section. The equation is not shown here
because it is long and so many terms are included. Chen's correlation
equation ~as used for the boiling section becausE (a) his experimental results
seem to bE:: accurate 1 (b) the equation applies to boiling heat trc:nsfer of
fluid flowing in vertical tubes with quality ranging from 0 to 100%, and
(c) his results a~Jree very well with t.he experimental results of other investiaa-
For the non-boilinq region, the equation recorllmended by Kays7 is used.
Hot brine is circulated inside the tubes because of cleaning considerations.
Use of finned tubes has not been considered because the inside and outside
convectivE heat transfer coefficients are approxilnate1y the same magnitude
and there is no need to ~rtificia11y increase one or the other.
Currently no specific input data are a~ailable for the complete design of
the heat exchanger equipment. The brine inlet temperature will be known only
after' a production well is dnlled. Thc! ins'idf: fouling factor will be
determined by the brine temperature and the contents of minerals in the brine.
Working fluid irdet temperat:Jre Irri1"' be determined by whether a dry or wet
cooling tower is going to be utilized. Because of this situation, a general
computer program was written, and all the required terms are included in the
program for the desiqn of the heat exchanger. As soon as specific information
becomes available, these data will be fed into the program, and the dimensions
of the heat exchanger and other information such as mass flow rates, transfer
coefficients, Gumbel" of tubes required, etc., will be computed and printed.
The de~ign procedure used to determine specifications for the boiler-
superheater is based on an overall heat balance of the heat exchanger and as a
fir~t approximation heat losses are neqlected. This procedure is outlined
be10\']:
1. Parameter values selected initially are
a. system pressure
b. inlet temperature of working fluid
c. degree of 5up2rheat
d. brine inlet temperature
This completely determines the state of the working fluid as it travels
through the heat exchanqer (Fig. 3.6.1-3).
2. From the analysis of the Rankine cycle, the required mass flow rate of
the working fluid is computed.
3. On FiQure 3.6.1-3. locate the likely pinch point (location where the
temperature difference between brine and workinq fluid occurs) and
assign a pinch point temperature difference of 20oF.
A heat balance of the liquid heating section yields
An overall heat balance of the entire heat exchanger yields
These equations allow the calculation of the temperature of the brine
at all locations in the heat exchanger and the ratio of brine flow rate, Mb, to
the working fluid flow rate, Mf . However, since the working fluid flow rate,
Mf , is known from the analysis of the Rankine cycle, the brine flow rate, Mb,
can be determined.
4. For any particular component (liquid heating, boiling, or superheating
region) the brine bulk temperature, Tb,bulk' can be calculated. Using appropriate
values of tube diameter, di , and brine velocity, Vb (7, 10, or 15 ft/sec), the
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mass flow rate for a single tube is calculated by
mb = (pAV)b = (p£ d~V)b
and the number of tubes by
N = Total mass flow rate of brine
Mass flow rate of brine in one tube
The Reynolds number Re and the Prandt 1 number Pr are then calculated and






The equation recommended by Kay/
h.d. 0 h 0 83
NU
i
= -i~ = 0.0155 Pr .~ Re .
is used to compute the inside convective heat transfer coefficient h..
1
5. Outside the tubes the bulk temperature of the working fluid is
calculated. With the number of tubes known and the tube spacing assumed; e.g.
s-d = 1.25, the equivalent diameter of the flow passage, d , and the mass flowo,eq
rate per unit flow passage, mf , are determined. Use of Kay's equation
h d
N - 0 o,eq = 0.0155 PrO. 5 ReO.83Uo - kf
yields the outside convective heat transfer coefficient, h .
o
6. The rate at which the working fluid is heated is set equal to the heat
transferred through the tube walls
where
= overall heat conductance
A = Nd H = total wall area of non-boiling sections.
o 0 NB
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The length of the tubes in the non-boiling section, HNB , can then be calculated.
7. In the boiling region, a heat balance yields
QB = [M(h 3 - h2)]b = [M(h3 - h2)]f
Further, properties of both brine and working fluid are known at the inlet and outlet
of the tube; velocities can be calculated.
To find the boiling height, HB, assume a value for HB and calculate QB on
the brine side
to find Twall on the brine side. With the tube material and wall thickness
specified, Twall on the working fluid side can be calculated. Then on the
working fluid side, which is boiling
QB,f = hoAo(Tbulk - Twall)f
where ho is calculated using Chen's2 correlation. This last calculated value
of QS,f is compared with the value QB calculated in the first equation of this
section. The assumed value of HB is adjusted until the values of QS andQB,f
are within a prescribed tolerance.
8. In the superheater, the procedures of sections 5 and 6 are followed
except the correlation equation? for gases
Nu
O
= 0.021 PrO. 6 ReO.8
is used for the vapor portion of the working fluid.
The computer programs were prooftested by using them to analyze the following
hypothetical system:
Heat source: water at 3500 F (instead of brine)
Working fluid: isobutane
Turbine inlet pressure: 400 psia
Condenser outlet conditions: saturated liquid at 100°F
-34-
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Required net power output: 10 MW
Pressure losses: neglected
Heat losses: neglected
First, the Rankine cycle alone was studied with turbine inlet pressure being
varied; the effect on thermal efficiency of the cycle is shown graphically in
Fig. 3.6.1-4. It is seen that efficiency is a maximum value for a turbine inlet
temperature of 320°F.
Second, the Rankine cycle-heat exchanger combination was investigated. This
time the effect of val~iations of turbine inlet temeprature on the hot water flow
rate was studied and depicted in Fig. 3.6.1-4. In contrast to the curve for cycle
efficiency, the curve for hot water flow rate has a minimum at 280°F (or 35°F
degrees of superheat at 400 psia).
Based on this minimum point which results in the least hot water used to
produce the required power output, the results generated by the heat exchanger
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pinch point temperature difference 20°
(at point where isobutane begins to boil)
flow velocity (boiler and superheater) 7 ft/sec
mass flow rate 1.662 X 106 lbmjhr
inside foul ing factar 0











Temperature of the fluids, heat transfer coefficients, total heat transferred,
and tube length at various points in the heat exchanger equipment, obtained




Isobutane bulk temperature, Tbulk,f F
Outside heat transfer coefficient, h ,o
oBTUjhr-ft- F
oWater bulk temperature, Tbu1k , b F
Inside heat transfer coefficient, hi'
BTU/hr-ft-°f:"
Total heat transferred, 106 BTU/hr



















The results show that the tube length required for the non-boiling section
is very 'long; eventually shorter boilers should be placed in series. The tube
length can also be reduced by increasing the water flow velocity. The final
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During the next quarterly period, the following work will be completed:
1. Computer runs at various system pressures,
2. Study of modifications in the Rankine cycle, in particular, the use
of a regenerator, and effects on brine flow rate,
3. Computer runs testing other working fluids, such as Refrigerant 11, 12,etc .•
4. Effects of scale formation and the use of an optional horizontal
configuration to be included in the heat exchanger program,




I. RANKINE CYCLE hJALYSIS
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IS FORMAT(O-',TS,'PC'F=SSURF 1 = ',1==10.'5,1' ',T5,'VI = ',FIO.5 t /' "
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S 2 ::: S 1
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p 3 .. P2
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rAll PCHfCK(P3,SUB,PPFSS,T~MP,VF,VG,HF,HG9~r,SG,TSAT,VFS'T,VGSAT,
~HFSAT,HS~T,ccS~T,SSAT,(LOS~P)
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IF(S4.GT.$VAP) Gn Tn 400
QUbl = $4/(5vao - 51)
H4 = Hl + Q~Al * (HVDP - rl)
~4tCT ::: H3 - TI F~*(H~ - H6)
GO TO 500
400 CALL FUJTO(KOOF ,S4,P(" ~,P, rp"T, H,S,~tJli,PRESS,TFMP,VF,VG,HF,HG,C;F,
TSG,SAVP,ANSC,HC,S~VSfV,VC)
44 = H(
H411C T = H3 - TFFF*(H3 - Hb)
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500 ~IN ::: H3 - H2A(T
DW0RK ::: H2A~T - Hl
TW1RK = H3 - H~ACT
QOUT ::: H4ACT - Hl
~FF ::: (TWORK - FWORK)/QIN
[FFP :: EFF .. 100.
~L~W :: 3~120000/(TWORK - P~~QK)
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SIX = ~FCI I
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SWP = SV/J,P + r'IFF'3 -0- (SVI1PX - SVH)
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130 CALL ATSGIP2tP,A,W0P,K,~M,!(Ol, ~QG,VAL,N~!~)
OIFFl :: ,1BS(P2 -~,RGlll)
DIFFt::: (P2 - tiRG(l»/(AKG(2) - ~PG(l)
TOLL:: O.S
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I Iv G l::V~L 21 i=LUTf) n~Tf. ::: 73335 li/31/'t2
KG -= t
IFIKCO;-' ..;.t:;).?} GC TO cOO
00 8 a 0 K -= 1, Nfl
IFISCS)T.GT.S{J,K) G0 T~ 890
KL ::: f'; - 1
GO TC R8i
890 CONTHWF:




88,) NUM ::: KL +- 1
N Ue4,CJ "" N!]
GO TO 140
900 00 910 K = 1,~O
IF!rS!lT .. GT.T(J,K) Gil T(1 "10
Kl ::: K - 1
GO Tn 920
'C 10 CON T II'·,ILJ E
920 IFIX.GT.TSATI GO TO 030
"4U1v1 '" 1
1',!U~"'.6 ::: KL
030 "JU;,A ::: KL + 1
~UMA :.': NO
140 no 150 K = NUM,NU~A
a.X{KGi ::: tl(j(J,\()
H x{ KO i ::: H ( J, K)
GI VFX ( !( ~ ) :: G I vF: ( J , K )
~NSX(Klj -= ANS(J,K)
VX( KCI) ::: V( J, K)
KG ::: KO + 1
150 CONTINlJl=
NOX ::: NUM~ - NUM + 1
IF(KOOF.~Q.2) GC T] 142
\oJ p T T' (6 tl3 9)
13<:1 FDRi'-1t,T(O-' """10, '!NO[X' ,T26, 'f=NTHlllPY' ,T48,' ENTROPY' ,T65,
';':' TEr<1PFRA T UR ~~, }
GO Tn 1L,,4
142 iHnr c (6, 143)
1~3 FORf'MTi ~_t ,T10,' INDFX' ,T26, ·r:NTH~.LPY' ,T45,' T~~PFPATUPF',T68,
*'ENTROPY' )









ANS A .:: AI\lS ( J, K )
V~ ::: V(.JrKl
IHDrFF1~GT~TOlll GO -rs 154
IF, L "G 'r " ;' JlJ M... 1) GCI T~ t.. a0
IF(l"EQ.NUM.''''Nf'~LG~.ARGX(l») GO Tn 400
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IF(K~DF.~Q.2) GG T~ 15UO
TF(X.lE.SFStT) GJ ~O 1 6 °0
GSAT = SSA'
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VS~T = '/GSr T
GO T0 300
it, 90 r: r::." T ::: <;~S{~T'.,) ..., -
~. 56 T ::: TSAT
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HStT _. Ht= C', _\-or
., r: Tr:1 3 0 U
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r-----THJS 5FCTtn~ C!LCULAT~S T~~ CAsr WHrRC x, THF KNOWN QUANTITY, IS l~SS
( THAN THE Lflt.jrST pnTNT C1F TH~ c;uprpl-p=-/lT T·1BLF~ND THI= GIVEN PRFSSURE
( TS RETwtrN -rHr T",BULtT'C vtllJC'.
(




tF(KODr.~Q.2) GJ T~ ~20
TFIX.LE.SFSfT} GO TJ 1020
GSA Tx '" S):i.'"
A St T x '" T SoT
-46-
FLU!r:l ~)t. T F :::: 73 3 3 '5 1l/'Jl/4?
H S/J TX :0 HSr T
SAV$ :::: GSATX
VSt,TX := VGS6 T
Gn T'; l030





L030 !FIAsr0P~IM-l,~;MN).FQ.AST~Rr{M,N~N)) GO T0 c50
IF(P2"LT c APG<l) GC Tn 600
1000 • ST Cp r= ( r-i , NIv! '\j) -= t. "j S fJ
Fl~TnRFU.\1I"H1N+U :::: AN~·( ),L+U
'-1 ') T eRr ( H ~ N ~lt,J) = H A
i1S"'''IR:'::{fVi~Nf-,iN+l) :::: H(J,l+!)
GSTORFIM,NMN} := GIV~t




P U" =: ,1 RG ( 2 )
:)(1 200 K ::: 1, f\P
~.X(K) :::: 0 .. 0
HX(K} = O~O




IF(M.EQ .. 2J GO TO 599
M ::; M + 1
IF(M.fO.2) GO Te 1310
590 ASTOR[(M-1 9 NMN) :::: ASTnPF(M,N~N+l)
HAT:::: HSTOPE(M-l,NMN+11 + 8IFF6*(HSTOP;:: (M,NMf'J) -HSTORl;:(M-ltNMN+l)
GAT = GSTOPr.(M-l,NMN+l) ... OIFFf*(GST~R~(~tNMN)-GSTORF(M-ltNMN+l)
AAT = ASTnR~(M-19NMN+l) + nl~F6·(A~T~R~(M,NMN)-ASTnQF(M-ltNMN+l»
VAT = VSTORfCM-l,NMN+l) ... ~IFFf·(V~TORr(M,NMN)-VSTORE(M-l,~MN.l»
GO TO 610
600 !AT -= ~STSRr(M-l,NMN+l) + rIFF~·{ASTOR~(M,NMN)-ASTOR[(M-ltNMN+l»)
HAT = HSTORr-{M-l,NMN+l' + CIFFt*CHSTORfCMtNMN)-HSTORf(M-l,NMN+l»
GAT = GST1R~{M-l,NMN+l) + CI~F6·(GSTORf(MtNMN)-G~TOQ~(M-l,NMN+l»
VAT -= VST1Rr(M-l,NMN+l) + CTFF6*(VCTnPfIM,NMN)-VST~RF(M-l,NMN+l»
GO TO 1:>10
550 AAT = aSTOR~(MtNMN)
H6T = HSTnRE(M-l,NMN) + OIFF6*(HSTnRr(MtNMN)-HSTOR~(M-l,NMN})
GAT = GSTO~E'M-l,NMN) + DIFF6*(GSTnpf{M,NMN)-GSTORECM-l,NMN»
VAT = VSTOf.P:U-1-1,NMN) + D1FF6·(V'TrPf(M,~·!MN)-VSTnRt{M-ltNMN))
~10 TF(XoLF~GS~TX} GJ TO 770
OIFFX:: (X - GSATX)/(G,r - GS~TX)
He = HSf:.TX + OTFFX * (HAT - HS~TX)
ANSC :: ASATX + 8!FFX * (~AT - A$ATX)
VC = VS/J,TX ... DIFFX *-' (VAT - VS6.TX)
GO TO 250
'320 GS.6.TX :: TSAT
tS6TX = SSA"
H S ,6. T X -= H S i\ ";"
SAYS ::: GSATX
-47-
Iv r, LfVr.:L 21 11/31142
VS.t:TX == vGSL\T
2000 l\.ST0CF(I"1:.\.'i·Jf·1~:) ,. ~"I<;t'
~ S T iJr; [" ( [\1 t, ¥ !~ ~1 1'\ +1 j ::: A t\j S ( J, L~ 1 }
HS"npf"" (i'~(' ,"~;"'N l ::: H A
rl ST C;, r (1'/;.: ,".J M ro' + l! -= Hi J 9 L+ II
CS~Ofd:(r"/.:.,I\J'0N) ::: CIVcO
o ~ T nR ;: ( t·; (\ ? ~·j\H'i ... I} ::': i~ I V"'" ( j , L +- Ll
vSTOR r: !I'~!" ,W>1 f·,q J ::: If ( J • L+- 1)
J ::: V~L(2)
;J liT ::: L'r~ G ( 2 }
1 F ( M tl 0 f Q. 2 i GC1 TC ~ c: r:
,~A ::: ~I;t ... i
IF(~f.~Q.2) GO Tn l~lO
f q c. I F ( G<:: T '! R r: ( .''; f;.- 1 , [\11',1 (\1 j .. C Q ~ GS Tn RL: ( r-j J' ,N i'i ~J I) G[ ... 0 75 0
TF(D2.LT.A wld1l1 GrJ Fl 700
r, h T ::: GST nQ r (""'-1 ,r\ ~1N + 1 )
t:.. .to T t S'j' ;'F ,- ( '.j< ,. t 1 N ~A ~H 1 ) ... Dr F c: f::: .' ( f ST r, q:= ( '-1 A , r\J ~ '\J ) - ASTnRF ( M A- 1 , NMN+ 1 ) )
HAT - HSTnR[CMft-l,NM~+l)+OtFrt'{~STnQ~(MA,NMN)-HSTORr(MA-l,NMN+1)
V t 1 := VS"f' C1"' .- ( ~1j: .- 1. , ~~ ~~~t 1 i t- rn r=::: IS ~ {V <: "': (l >< J:' ( M A , N Wi 1-VS TOR r ( ~ A-1 , NM N+ 1 ) )
GO T'l 760
700 t, t T :::' ST 'J ;:;; ':: ( M/' - 1 , N~ ~,j J + 0 T F r- (,", ( 1 STOP c: ( !VI t· , NMN .. 1 ) - AS T r: Rf ( MA-1 , NMN) »
!-;fJi := GSTnp~:p'1,1. l~P~t\+li
i-1 t'" -::: }-' ST 'I P r { V, i - t , ~'P-\ r·J J -t. n IFF r~.,.. ( H ST r j;; ~: ( M t< 9 to.l M~·i .. 1 ) - H<:: T (l RE ( MA-1 , NMN) )
Vh1 ::: VS·r:j;.> (i'H'-'l ,Nrvj~'j)+nIFF6"'(VST()P[(~H>,NMN"1)-VSTOR~(MA-l,NMN»
Gfl TIl 7AO
7 ') 0 t:. AT - f: S' '1 Q .: ( i'1,t! -1 , NMN I +0 IFF {; w { AS Tr p 1" ( ~H , ~'M N ) - AS T '1 R F ( MA- 1 ,N MN) )
HAT ::: H ST '-1 C' " ( ~! '-1 1 N r", '\) ) + [) r F F f·, "" ( H ST ("P c ( ~ t , f\j M1\1 I - H~ T'l R t: ( MA-I t NMN ) )
GAT ::: GST1~~<~AtNMN)
V AT::: V ST QR ;- ( Mt " 1 , N "1 N I .. 0 TF F f C' ( V STOP: ( /vI~, , NMI\! ) - V~ Tn R f ( MA- 1 , NMN) )
760 IF(XaLr.GSBT~' G~ T0 '7 7 0
DIFFX := (X - G5ATXI/(GAT - GSftTX)
He", HS.\'·X 1- D1FFX 'i< (HhT - HS~TX)
6NSC ::: AS4 T x + n'~FX * (Ad T - tS!TXI
VC ::: V(tTX + D'Fcx * (VAT-VSATX)
''; n T'" ? <:)0
770 ANSC ::: f-.St.T.X
He ::: H~"A:X
S/J.VS ::: GS,~ TX
ve ::: VS,>\TX
GC' T:J Z5CJ
'-----THTS S::CTION CtLrUL6H:S THr (fI<:F WHFQF X, THr- KNOWN QUfJNTITY, IS
r GRr~T~~ "'HA~ THr l]WCST porN' TN THr SUPF~H~~T TABLE AND THE GIVFN
,. PR~'SSURF lS A TC,RULtT[f) V~LlJr:~
"·00 ~QITF.(6fl':2)H,t:...G£VF.:\,A~~Sll.
IS? ~ORMllT{lH09T5,'H(: = 9,cIO.5,T2",·GIVF\ :::: ',FIO~5fT4c:;,'ANSA = .,
*~lO .. S}
TF(M.~Q.2) GO ~C 155
DIFF2 ::: ~BS(X-tRGX( 1))
wRrT~{:: 'J lSllDFF2








TFIDIFF2.l~.rrL21 GO TO 160
Lb:: ;/:Li(\2)
K = LA
H I!, J< '" ;-< { J , :< )
GIVfAX :: G!V~{J,Kt
\N <: 4 X = t! ~,; S ( J , 1< )
vtJ,x,:: VLi,Ki
::i .~ F F:' :: {;\ .- f, Q GX. { 1 I I I ( Ii r GX (2) .- {: P GX ( 1 ) i
;"F\ "" Ht ;- P'FC:3'~ (HI'X -Hl!.)
'i\!SE~ = tt~SF' -I- C fFF3 ,., (t~Sf..X - I'lt'SP)
Vb:: \f t:. i· Ci IFF" '"' {V A X - V' j
160 riC ::: h8




r - - --- - 'r HTS S ,.c'" 'f "N c: t Leu L" T r-: S T f4' r. d ~ ~ IrH,,1 r Q f X9 T W' KNOW N Q 1),& NTIT Y, I S
GF ~ J~ ., q.; 'i" H!~ f' ; T r;f LOW f S T D fJ I f\j T T N HI ~ SUP Fq H r:: ~ T TAB Lf ~ NOTH~
GIVEi\ PR:"SSURr IS BEH.!';lN TH'=' TARULATf n V"LUcS.
ll::(~ rrif,A(Jo"<:,.2i Ge' Tn 170
f f~ ( p 2 ~ GT .; t\ R':; i 1 JIG C T Il 16 S
L ::: L - 2
::;n Tfl 1 70
16") 11=U,?GXOLGT,f.'RGX(2H GO rr.; 170
L :: L't- i
170 !'mo ::: L .,. 3





~'!~1j\' ::: f\!1--1Nr 1
1 B0 CQt\i T H'W r
J :: VAl{n







VX{ rq :: 0&0
18:'< CO~~TINUi::
GO HJ 131:)
190 D!FF6 ::; IP2 - /,PG(l))/(ACZG(Z) - ':RG(J)}
DO 210 Nt, -- 1 t I,
GAyeNAI - GSTOOE(Mn-1,Na,+nTFF6*(GST~R~(~O,NA)-GSTORF(MO_1,N~»
HAY(NA~ ::; HSTOPfIMQ-l,NA)+OIF F6*(HSTORC(MO,N&I-HSTORECMO-l,NA»
~ ~ '( { NA f. .- ~ c.:.. T OR E i M D-1 , "I A} VJ r!= F.':- :A: ( AS T 'J P t ( 1"10 , ~JA ) - A' T OR F ( MO-l , NA ) )
VAYCNA) - VSTO~E(MO-l,NA)+DJ~F~*(VST~PF(~O,Nt )-VSrnRF(MQ-l,NA»)
210 COr'.JTH-J1Ji'
l' y ::: L.,
1 5 1 0 C,~ L I. i~ T S(, ! X ? (, i~ ''( ,H /\ '( 9 W0 RKY , T. Y, ! Cnl f ,6 R GY, V.6. LV, Nor M)
-49--
Iv G L I-V:-l 21 F l. U Ll 11/31/42
IJIFF8 =: (X-t,PGY{l)!I(~,::'GY{2) - ~PGY(U.
Sf;,VS ::;. t Gy( 1)
l-iC = vtLY!ll + fiIFI='-' k (V6LY(2) - VllLY(l»
CAL L !l ., S c; ( X ,G AY , tJ. fj Y ~ Wt) ) K l ,Iv? i,~ CL , tJ R GZ , V t\ L l t Nn T ~ )
!l N <: ( =: V;" L l ( 1) + 1)' ~ F.>.:\ * (V .~ L Z ( 2) - V1\ L Z ( 1) )
CAL L .... T S G ( X 1 G (; Y , V AY, wT-' KW, T Y, ! r QL , ,\ P GI~ , VALW,~! f) I ~)
ve :;;: V6L;>J(11 + n'FFP 0: (Vl'Jlh(21 - VI.\LW(l»
Gel -:- (~ 2') U
ROO wRTT;:;(o,BOli




PC H~( K D~.TE ::: 73335 11/31/42
SU8R~ur'NE PCHrCK(PUN,SUB,PP~SStTr~D,V~,VG,H~,HG,SFtSG,TSAT,VFS4T,
*VGSAT,HFS~TtHSAT,SFSAT,SS~TtClQScpJ
DIM f I'J S I 0 1\: S Uf3 (5 6) , T EMP ( 5 b ) , PRE 5 S ( 5 t) ,V F ( ') 6} f V G( 56 ) , HF ( 5 6 ) t HG ( 5 6 ) ,
'J'f S F ( S6 ) 9 S G( ~ ...' ) 9 Wm< K ( 56 ) ,A R G ( 2) t Vt l ( 2)
r----THJS SUBPGUTINi FINDS THe SATIIP.~.,.t:D PR'")PFRTT~S AT A GIVEN PRES~URf..
(
reel -- 1.
f\J 0 I tJ1 :: 2
CAL L J\ T SG ( Pi) i\! t p q r. S S 7 SUR 7 w0 RK , 1\j fIr Ol , APGt VAL ,"J CTM)
rU1SI:p :: f,PG(l)
I :: vtuu
T S~, T :: T ,. 1-1 P ( r I
VFSAT :: VF{Ij
VGS.n :: VG( I )
H$ n' :: HG ( 1 )
HFSi'4T ;:. HF{ I)
SFSJJ,T:: SF{1,
S S/; T :::: S G ( I I
D!FF = ABS(PUN - ARGIIJJ
TOt. ::: 0,,:"








SStlTX :: SGt I}
DIFF 1 ::: {P U1'j - tW G (l J) I ( ARG , 2. - ARG ( 1) )
TSAT = TSAT + rIFFl * (TSATX - TSAT)
VFSAT - VFS~T + OIFFl • (V~SATX - VFSAT)
VGSAT = VGSAT + DIFFI ~ (VGs&rx - VGsnT)
HFSAT = HFStI.T + 01 FFI '" (H~S~.TX - HFSAT)
HSAT = HSAT + rIFFl ~ (HSATX - HSAT)
S FSAT = S F S ~ T -I- DIFF 1 ..0: (S 1= SA T X - ~F SAT )





HeAT ADDEO = 161.72110 BTU/LB
PUMP WOKK:; (:" .f, 787f-, PTU/L~
TUkBP,jE WORK:; lQ.i348P8 ;nu/l q
HEAT REJECT~D:; 147.35098 BTU/L8
'CO.OO ~EGRr-~S FAHRFNHEIT
TH£kM~l EFFIct~NCY =
MASS FLOW RAT~ 0F I~1BU~tNE = 2374371.00 LB/HR
-52-
TURf1II\JE INl~T T:MPEIU"TUf.f = 2~O .. OO DfoGQE"'S F=·Hr;..F~!HHT
HiAT ADDED = 179.32120 RTU/IR
PUMP ~ORK = 5.4787~ 8TU/L8
TURbINE wORK = 22.24634 P,TII/LB
H~AT REJECTtD = 162.55362 BTU/lR
C.JNOEr~SrR ·JUTLFT TEMP'R,o.T\JP::: = 100.00 JrGH<:~~ !=~HREI\jHfIT
TH Cf< MA L EFFIe If"'! Cy -=




HEAT ~EjECT~~ = 172.3480~ RTU/LR




TURBINE INLET TfMP~R~TUPt = 300 .. 00 Dr-GRl=~S l=t,HRFNHfIT
HeAT ADDED = 208.12125 BTLJ/Lf3
PUMP WORK = 5.47876 BTU/LB
TURBINE WORK: 29.t~360 BTU/L9
HEAT REJECTEO = 183.90640 BTU/LB
CONDENSE:R OUTlFT TfMPr--RATIJP'" = 100.00 fJEGRfFS FAHRFNHFIT
TrlERMAl EFFICIENCY = 11.6 %
MASS FLjW RAT~ OF ISCBUTAN~ = 140QO~3.0G LB/HP
-55-
TURBIr>iE INLET r iv1pr-:{ ·~U~- ::: 320.00 Cf.:-GRFE S ~f;HPHjHrTT
Ht: AT ADO to::: 22 1 • 82 12 C j T U/ L B
PUMP WDP K ::
TURBINE ~QRK = 32.7 7 4&6 8TU/LB
HFAT REJECT!.:fi:: 19[ .. 52'30 B~U/LB
CONDENStR !JUTL~T TErv1prR/lTUPF :::
fHt-:RMAL ::FFICIP~CY::: 12.3 'f.




TURBINE INLET TfMPJ:.;R.oTURF :: 3"0.00 O~GQFES Ft.HRENHfIT
HE AT ADDED:: 2 3 4 .. 92 10 5 BTU / L R
PUMP WO~K:: 5947876 BTU/LR
TURBI,\jE WORK:: 33 .. 19116 BTU/LB
H~AT REJECTED:: 207.2086~ BTU/LA
CGNDENSfR OUTLET T~MPFRATUR~ :: 100.00 GEGRFES ~~HPFNH~rT
THE:R~ll~l E FFIC rrNCY:; 11 .. 8 %





2I HEAT ExCHM-JGER ANALYS IS
_.-.._•.._-_.- ..------------
OATE = 73335 11/42/1 q
DIMENSION H(8},~(42,6)
~ kEAO(5,10)«A(I,J),J=1,6),I=1,~2)









XMI = 1 5 52 'I C4 •







































150 FORM.e.T(lHl,'SYSTf.~ PRESSURE (pSn',T40,'=',T42,F5.1tl/
* ~ CYC LF f FFIe I r NC Y (%»', T4 0 , I =' , T42 , F4. 1 ,I 1
* , ! NS I DE TUBEel ~ MF. TER ( F T ) , , T" 0 , ' =' , T4 2 • F6 .4. ,I I
.' TUBE WALL THICKNESS (FT)',T~O,'=t,T42,F7 .. 5,11
*' NUMBER OF TUf.ES' ,T40, '=' ,T42,F4.1,11
-59-
-------------------------_......_---------
MA T 1\) ["lITe = 73335 11/42/1°
:#6 TUBE SP6.CING{F"'")· ,T40,' =' ,T42,F4.2,1/
'!d f QU I \j ,A L ;,: ",) T 0 Id ~ r T ER (FT I ' ,T L, 0 t • =•, T t.2 , r= 7. r;, /I
~. TUBE MeTrRJAL',T40,'-',T:,2,qLUMJNU~',/1
~i />'llSS FlJw RATJ.: OF rSClBtJTl\f,I'" (LR~/HQ)',T40,'=',T42,Fq.l'/l
-Id MASS FLOW PATF ()F 13RH,;~ (UH-1/H~~',T40,'=',T42,F9.l)
1"0 CONTINUr.:
J J= 1
r THfS SECTIC'! CfHJ\PUn:S THf CFNsrry OF TH~ LIQUID
T :=T -1-6 J.
IF(T.GTo200.)GQ TO 200
RHO= ~ 6339-54 .. E-5*T -10. -1/ ( 33f-. 2- T}
GO Tr ZOe-















300 (= ( ~ 28 + ( T- '5 15 • )f f) " >:< .. 00 14 ) *? .7 18 3"':« (T / 7 '3 r:; • )
110 Cnrn I NUE
(
( THIS SECTION COMPUTfS THE THFRMAL CONDUCTIVITY ~F THE LIQUID
C
CnN 0=. 004 28/ ( 1 g .. c:; q 121. ) *C >';: 1 0 I ( S 8. 12* >I' ( 1. /3. ) ) .p HO*-« (4./3. )
r




11 M=N T 1
DO 12 I=N 9 M
J =1
K=J+l
I F (PR .. LE. A( I • j j "A NO. PR.. Gr-: • A(I ,K ) }Ge\ TO 15
12 CONTINUE
N ==N + 1
GO TO 11
15 C=(~,{I,U-PK)f{A(!,l)-t'(I,2)1
L0= C'* ( ,\ (! ,4) - A( r , 3 ) ) + A( I , 3 )




















8 S B=( A( I , 1 ~ - POT ) / ( A( t , 1 l - A( I , 2) )
)"i~(,.&=tdr ,3)+R»' (1\( I,ld-~( 1,3) l










IF<IY .. EQ.l)GO TQ 523
QF=RHO*VI·D~/VISC
HISO=.0155*SQRT{PR~TL)~RF·*.83


































Iv G lFVi=L 21 DATE = 13335 1l/~2/19




op;.-: ( VP ._p 1'* 1 4t.. ..
H2=OP*-'. 75';:,)1 (5 TGMA ....... c'*vrc:c**. 2 Q >!(HFG..... 24*ONCT**.24)
Hr-1!C=Hl*'~P
H 3'" HM /1 C~-H ~Jl I (
HIS fJ:H J






rFiA8S(ArL-A(LL).L~•• 2)GJ TO S)6










I-n SO=: XN Ui:: XK IJ! Df
Q R~: XMB"" Uq r~ ) - H ( 7) } / xr-.,
(.) 1 :: X fA I >I: ( H ( t} - H { 2} } I XN
TB=TB·H"hO ..
Q2:: {T B--T j / { 2 " *1=1 2/ ( Die HB ) 7- R2'" t\ l [lG (Fe 2 I R 1 ) / XKW'" 1 • I H Y~ 0 J








1'51 i=n R;-1 ,.'IT ( 1H 1, 'N ON -·2 IJ I LI 1\j G S Fe T H1N ' , / 1/1
,<,<0 TS0BUTf:.NE BUl.K Tf="'1Pi;;;::IATIJFF {P)',T/}7,':::',T50,1=5.1,11
,*i BRINF RULK T[ MPf:RATUR.E (R}',T47,'::',T50,F5.1,11
"" IS08UTANE HE,:T TPANS. COfF., (BTU/HR-<:;Q.FT-I=)' ,T47,'=' ,T50,F1.2,
*'/ I
*' BRINe HEAT TFANS. CfJf=F. (BTU/HR-SQ.FT-F)' ,T47,':::',T50,F7.2,11
*' , HEAT T R 6. NSF EPFD I BTU 1 HR ) , ,T 4 7 , t ::: , , T 5 0 , c: 9. 1 , I /







152 f=fJRMJ1'((lHl. tfWILING Sj::CTION', Ii II
*' ISOBlntlf~E BULl< TFMPEqATURf (R)',T47,'=',T50,F5.1,11
'\<' BPIf\!F RUU<. TfMPER/l.TURf {C~!',T47,,=o,T50,F5.1,11
-62--
Iv G LI:VtL 21 Dt> TE : 73335 11/42/1°
:e' ISCBUTt"lb HEAT TR.ANS. CO!=F. (BTU/HP-SQ.FT-Ft' ,T47.'=·,T50,F7.2,
.1/
*' p,RYNr HEAT TPt.f\lS. CJ1FF. (8TU/HR-CQ.FT-F)' ,T47,'=·,T50.F7.2,11
'/< , H bH T PAN S F F P f f) (BT LJ / HR ) , ,T 4 7 , • =•, T r: 0 , F 9. 1, / 1
;", BO~LTt-.JG H~IGHT' ,T!.7,·:· ,Tt:;O,F5.2)
I I:; 1





1 '5 '3 F [I p r", t T ( 1HI, ' <::. UP!=R H~AT Sf: CT ! '1 N' , I I / I
p ISfJBUT:\N~ BULK Tr:MPf-R~TURc; (P)' ,T41, '=',T50,F5 .. 1,11
*~ 8R!f\I;::" BULK Ti=MPFR.~TUQF (R)' ,""47,'=' ,T50,F5.1,11
"., I SO BUTl-.Nf: HFtT TRANS. CO'::F. (BTU/HR-SQ.FT-F)',T47,'=',T50,F7 .. 2,
*'11
~'BPHIF HEAT TPANS. (OC::F. (BTU/HF-<::'Q.FT-F)·,T47,·=',T50,F7.2,11
*, HE,.~T TRANSFFPFO' ,Tl}7, ':;',T')0,F9.2,11







(" , j;i n~TF = 13335 1111~2/l9
:: UB Fe CJ U-r T~,! " -=:, U L~ ( ;1, IJMV ,C t LV, A1 , '" 2 , T [l L ~ KE '( , ~ SUMf>4 , A3, A4 )
K ~:Y-=O
I F ( AS U~\V - ( 1 • +- 1"[ L j >:t C6, LIf ~ 18 1 , l"! 2, 1 11 a
1 8 J ~ SUM \! :': ,I'. SIF! V-;.\ 1
~2=l11/?"
GO rr' 183
1 8 1 I F I. A.5 IJ MV_.- ( ) .. - Tr, L : -{< C!':.l. LV I 18 {~ 1 1~ 2 , 1 Q Z
AI=A2/2,
Gel T(l 1 t33
152 K~Y=l
KLV=KFY








CYCLE EFF ICIENCY 1%)
INSIDE TUBE DIAMETEQ lFT)
TUB~ wALL THICKNE'S (~T)




MA SS FLO W RAT I; n F I S C8 UT M\' r (L f3 ~ I HR )





= O. 0 16~ 7






ISOBUTAi'lt: HEAT TRANS. CJ!=F-. PHU/HR-SQ.FT-F) =
BRINE HEAT TRANS. cn':F. (fH!J/HR-SQ.FT-F) =
NON-BOILING $FCTr0~
ISOBUTANE BULK Tr-r~pl: RATUPt (R)















ISOBUTANE BULK TEMP:-RATURf ( R ) = 705.0
Bf<.INE BULK TEMPER4.TUP-: ( P ) = 753.5
ISOBUTANE HEA T TRA NS. COFF. (BTU/HR-SQ.FT-F) = 1950.25
BR ItiE HEAT TR,dNS ,. COfF. (BTlJ/HR-SQ oFT-F) = 1678.40
HE-AT TRANSFE~fO (BTU/HR) = 1R 13131.0
BOILING HEIGHT = 80.95
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SUP~R HEAT SECTION
ISOBUTA~E BULK TEMD~RATURr (Pi
BR[:'-Jt BULK TrMPFP6TUR;: (PI
:: 722.5
:: 7Q6. 0
ISOBUTANE H::'AT TRANS o CU!?F. (BTU/HR-SQ.FT-F) =
8PI~t HfAT TRANc. C2~F. (RTU/HR-~Q.FT-F) =
H'~ P. T f RAN SFt ~ :: D =








CPTlf'1~L HOT BRIfJE pLftJfT DESIGN
A. TIMITABLE







Optimal Hot Brine Plant Design
1. Compilation of a list of characteristics of the major
components of power plants, thermal properties of
fluids
2. Completion of heat balances
1. Completion of the study of well design and the
characteristics of the major compoenets of plants
1. Completion of the conceptual design of 2 prototype
research plant and assisting a mechanical engineering
contractor to complete the final design
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TASK 3:6.2
B. Progress to Date
1. Heat Balance
The work in heat balance has been continued, and a few interesting
findings are outlined as follows:
a. The design of a geothermal power plant is ultimately dictated
by the available geothermal fluid. It is almost impossible to optimize
the plant design without information on such data as production rate,
pressure, temperature, and chemical composition. Recently, the vapor-turbine
cycle using isobutane as a working fluid (known as the binary cycle) has
been suggested for obtaining electrical energy from hot brine in the
Niland area of the Imperial Valley in California. The advantages~ general
arrangement and economics of this cycle have been discussed in detail by
Holt, et a1,1 and Anderson. 2 In the basic cycle described in the
literature, isobutane vapor expands through a turbine and is then condensed
in a water-cooled condenser. From there liquid isobutane is pumped back
through shell-and-tube heat exchangers to complete the Rankine cycle. Since
isobutane is in superheated condition when it leaves the turbine, it is
apparent that an additional heat exchanger as shown in Fiq. 3.6.2-1 should greatly
improve the thermal efficiencies of the cycle.
Figure 3.6.2-2 contains a comparison of the thermal efficiencies,
defined as the ratio of net work (turbine work minus pump work) to the
heat input to the system. One set of curves in Fig. 3.6.2-2 is based on a
o
condensing temperature of 50 F, assuming the use of deep ocean water for
cooling. There is no technical problem in the construction of a regenerative
heat exchange; however, the pumping of cooling water from the ocean at a
depth of 1~500 feet is indeed challenging. Often the availability of
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Terminal temperature differences of heat exchangers = 10°F, throttle
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FIG. 3.6.2-2. ACor'1PARISON OF THERM.t\L d=FICIENCIES OF THE ISOBUTANE CYCLE
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water necessitates the use of a cooling tower or ponds. Heat rejection
eqoipment can be a major cost factor in the geothermal plant. The
contribution of the regenerative heat exchanger to heat rejection for
various throttle pressures, 380°F throttle temperature and 100°F condensing
temperature is given in Fig. 3.6.2-3.
b. Many factors must be evaluated in selecting a working fluid for
the power cycle. The thermodynamic and physical factors which influence the
choice are: enthalpy change, latent heat of vaporization, vapor pressure at
condensing temperature, specific volume of vapor, viscosity, thermal
conductivity, reaction with materials of construction~ toxicity, fire safety
and cost.
Enthalpy\ drop of the fluid in a turbine contributes to the
work output and large isentropic change of enthalpy is desirable. A lower
value of latent heat of vaporization at the condensing temperature implies
a lower rate of heat rejection and thus a higher thermal efficiency. Vapor
pressure at condensing temperature should preferably be above atmospheric
pressure to prevent air from entering the system; however, it should not be
excessively high. To decrease the size of the turbine, the specific volume
of vapor at turbine exhaust conditions should be low. As a rule, the
sizes of turbines with refrigerant as working fluid can be much smaller
than the size of a steam turbine at the same rating. Figs. 3.6.2-4 and 3.6.2-5
show the latent heat of vaporization, vapor pressure, and a specific volume of
vapor of isobutane, Refrigerants 11 and 21.
High viscosity of fluid causes a large pressure urop through
pipes. Thermal conductivity should be high for good heat transfer.
Reaction of the fluid with construction matel'ials may not
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REFR IGERANTS 11 AND 21
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employed for the construction of the plant. In using halogenated hjdrocarbons,
leakage of water' into the system 'liouid result in the formation of acid, which
would corrode most materials. However, internal corrosion of the halogenated-
hydrocarbon system seldom occurs since drieY's with visible indicators can
easily be installed in the liquid lines. Toxicity will not be hazardous to
the operators if proper sealing pr'ecautions can be taken. Flammability and
explosiveness have a direct 'influence on tril:? selection of a working fluid
since some hydrocarbons like propane and ethane are highly flammable and explosive
while isobutane is obviously susceptible to explosion. The cost of a working
fluid is expected to be a minor fraction of the total capital cost of the
plant, but leakage and contamination can be serious problems since the
amount of fluid circulating in the system is on the order of several
thousar.d pounds.
Refri gerant 11 appeal'S superi or to other cornmerci a1 r'efri gere,nts
for a 1m'! temperature vapor eye 1e. Ref"'] gerants i 3 and 14 have vety low
critical temperatures and require large pumps. Refrigerants 22 and l42b are
a1so inferi 0'(' to Refri gerant 1"1 in rega rds to therrnodynami c properti es. A
comparison of thermal efficiencies with isobutane 1 Refrigerants 11 and 21 as
working fluids is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.2-6 for a simple cycle at 100° F
condensing temperature, 340°F throttle temperature, and various throttle pressures.
Although the cost of isobutane is much lowfr than Refrigerant 11, the latter
could be a better working fluid when the ~nit cost of power production is
included.
c. Applyinq Fossil Energy to Geothermal Plants
Investigation of the effect 06 plant efficiency of heating the
geothennal fh:ids with fossil fuel has been terminated because of tbe
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plant efficiency to a significant degree, a larg2 portion of the power output
must be derived from the fossil energy. and the geothermal fluid will be
primarily used for prehe2ting the working fluid in a high-pressw'e closed c.ycle.
In vapor-dominated fields where the steam from the wells is
nearly sat.urated, "clJr'bine perforrnc1nce and p"!ant effic:ie1~cy Cdn be much improved
by superheating the steam VJith a conven:ional foss"il-fuel superheater as
discussed in the last quarterly report. However. it is definitely ~ot
advantageous to apply fossil energy for superheating the worKing fuel in a
binary cyc"/e.
2. Well Fl ow
Geothermal reservohs are cc;nmonly classified as confined, leaky
and geopressur-l zf:lL The method of dtawi ng fl ui d from a producing vle'l1 has
to be determined by the depth of the well, temperature. pressure and composition
of the fluid. Fer liquid-dominated reservoirs such as those in Wairakei~
New Zealand and Cerro Prieto, Mexico. the wells could be self-producing, and
the mixtures of liquid and vapor flowed to the surface by natural forces.
A study has been started to determi ne the parameter'S and thei y' functi cna1
relations which control the production of a self··producing well.
If the pressure in the reSE; rvai r is P at zero product'j on a.nd
r
the pressure is lm\!ered at a certain rate of product'ion by 6P ~ called
d
dra\vdO\'I'n pressure, the liquid level in the lI!elf should be at a distance Zl




is the vapor pressure, n
f
is the friction loss of the liquid through
the well and P is the average density. Above this levels vapor begins to
flash out from the liquid and the flow becomes two-phased. Equations are
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avail~b1e in ~ooks on h}~raliiics3 for the calculations of drawdown pressure
relating to the permeabil-;-;,y iyF the ground 9 rate of flow~ and configuration of
the reservo; r. The dens-j ty and vaper pressul~e depend 1argely on the tempera-
ture of the liquid. The magnitude of friction loss is insignificant in this
equation. Under the usuel conditions~ the level at which flashing starts
is always below the ground level. Some calculations have been made to
detennine the relationsh-ip among the distance between the ground level and
the flashing level, the flow rQte~ and the werlhead pressure for a given
reservoir condition. The results as shown in Fig. 3.6.2-7 are based on a set of
assumed data, and the tr-end of the curve does fi t the observati ons of wen
testing by others. 2 There is a crit-jcal value of wellhead pressure,
below which the rate of the well does not increase. Investigation in
flashing the fluid from liquid-dominated reservoirs will continue.
In some reservoirs, the high mineral content of liquids may necessitate
the pressurized operation of the well to prevent scaling, which could plug a
well in a relatively short period of time, Under such circumstances, a pump
is used to move the liquid out, and the well is sealed to provide the net
positive suction head required by the pump, Inquiries have been sent to the
leading pump manufacturers in England and America for information on submersible
pumps for handling geothermal fluid in deep wells. To date, no manufacturer
has been found who produces pumping equipment capable of handling hot ground
water at about 400°F from boreholes for 500 feet or more in depth, although one
of the large manufacturers has definitely shown interest in the design and
development of a special pump for this special application. The cost of
such a pump is expected to be very high. Unless the development of geothermal
power in Hawaii requires pressurized operation of wells in the future,
,
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not continue.
3. Thermal Prope!ties of Wcrkin~ids
Thennodynamic properties and transport properties of seawater and
refri gerants, useful for the desi Sln of a geotherma 1 power plant, have beE:i1
collected but have not yet Deen compiled.
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The objective of this task is to study major design factors involved in
geothermal p'l ants for harress i ng power from 1i qu i cl-domi nated reservoi rs with
particular interest in the type which might be encountered in Hawaii. Two 1/4-
time graduate students ara working on this task under the supervision of the
task leader. Their current assignments ccnsist of studying the characteristics
of heat rejection equipment~ vapor turbines, fluid handling devices and
liquid-vapor separators. Two M. S. theses will be written on the topics of
conceptual designs of two different types of plants: multi-stage vapor
flashing, and closed system with a suitable refrigerant as the working
fluid. The results of this study will be applied to the design of a prototype
research plant.
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